
Response from Alex Litras/Cafe Margaux 
 
 
Knowing the longevity of the staff; our executive chef of 22 years with immense culinary passion and his 
Bavarian roots contributing to running a tight ship in the kitchen, our servers that are proud to have 
been with us for a minimum of 5 years upwards of 15 years (THIS is what they want to do when they 
grow up!  They are career servers.  In their free time they cook at home and read books on wine!) 
  
Knowing me; that I am here every day, all day, love my job, love my customers, love the building we now 
own, that I sleep eat and breathe this wonderful restaurant, historic building and The Village (Have you 
ever come in and not seen me, being involved in the experience, which of course, starts in the kitchen?) 
....  
  

1. ... might there be a disconnect between what you're reading in reports and the actual sanitary 
conditions in our establishment?     .... might you be doing a disservice to passionate 
hardworking culinarians and to our community here at the Belair Courtyard and Cocoa 
Village?  ...  

  
We are currently working with a Belair Courtyard tenant of ours, Michael Gainey, a known designer in 
Brevard County, to makeover dining spaces in the restaurant, "a la Dorothy Draper" from the 1930's this 
summer.  Would it be sensible for me to skimp on sanitation in the kitchen to save a few dollars?   
  
Sometimes, Mr. Ulrich, a bad person can work the system and the bad guy can win; due to other's fears 
of job security and overreaction.  I don't care about me, but I do care about my people and the thoughts 
of our dear regular patrons that will suddenly pause and reconsider whether their wonderful 
anniversary or birthday parties were as magnificent as their memory serves.  On Easter Sunday and 
Mother's Day we get to see beautiful scenes of family with three generations dining together!  That's 
what we love and adore! 
  
I don't want to bore you with a line by line refutation of the infractions that have been cured, but with 
all of these, the verbiage is that "there is no immediate threat to the public."  Also, note that "time 
extended" items are things like replacing floor tiles and such that typically would be done with the next 
"routine" inspection - four to six months later - not next week.  So, they say "time extended," not out of 
courtesy, but because they are either construction items or no threat to the public to wait on.  A few 
years ago, the code changed and we were told we needed to replace our kitchen ceiling tiles with non-
porous cement-like tiles - "time extended."  By the time they came for the next "routine" inspection, 
there was were brand new code compliant ceiling tiles throughout with a new grid.  All very reasonable.   
  
What is not reasonable is what's happened now.  I can assure you that once this allegation of bribery 
was made, and two inspectors came week after week due to frivolous call-ins, the goal of the inspectors 
was to find any and all violations, for reasons other than to protect the public.  Routine inspections that 
occurred two to three times a year used to take 90 minutes.  These inspections that were now almost 
weekly because of the call-ins suddenly averaged 5 hours, with one inspector standing behind the chef 
line, and one in front of the chef line, watching and waiting hoping a nervous chef would make a error as 
they tried to get through a busy lunch rush.  This is why I installed the cameras - to show the State what 
the County was doing in trying prove we had no relationship.  An allegation that we substituted other 
fish for red snapper?  The inspectors came and searched my invoices, and on the report noted that they 
found invoices for 5 cases of red snapper.  Okay, but while they're here, another 5-6 hour 



inspection.  The kitchen is not that big.  There's not much to see.  Suddenly inspectors come with our 
original plans from 1990 taking measurements to see if things match up.  Why?   
 


